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WRESTLING

FOOTWEAR
MEN | WOMEN

561256

G00135

ADISTAR WRESTLING
ClimaCool® is a system combining
moisture-managing materials and
ventilation in key areas for efﬁcient
evaporation of sweat and 360-degree
ventilation to help regulate an athlete’s
body temperature for improved
efﬁciency and comfort.

An extremely durable, non-marking
rubber used for outsoles and for other
high-abrasion applications. adiWEAR®
offers the optimal balance of excellent
abrasion resistance, traction and
ﬂexibility without excessive weight.

The non-marking rubber outsole proﬁle
is designed to provide best grip for
linear and lateral movements.

Outsole cleats have been injected onto a
thin base for ﬂexibility, weight reduction
and durability.

There is no team in wrestling. It‘s just
you and the opposition.
ClimaCool® provides 360 degree
cooling for the entire foot
‘Speed Heel‘ featuring ‘RadialCurve‘
contour for consistent medial contact
Zippered elastic lace cover provides
additional instep support and
protection
Strategically placed outsole
perforations for moisture transport
and ClimaCool® ventilation

available from January 2009

SIZE CHART FOOTWEAR
360° full wraparound 3-Stripes of
welded ﬂexible TPU provides ultimate
midfoot support
adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5-13, 14, 15 UK
561256 white/black
G00135 black/white/macaw
(available from January 2009)

UK

EU

UK

EU

UK

EU

UK

EU

10K

28

3,5

36

7,5

41 1/3

12

47 1/3

11K

29

4

36 2/3

8

42

12,5

48

11,5K

30

4,5

37 1/3

8,5

42 2/3

13

48 2/3

12,5K

31

5

38

9

43 1/3

13,5

49 1/3

13,5K

32

5,5

38 2/3

9,5

44

14

50

1

33

6

39 1/3

10

44 2/3

14,5

50 2/3

2

34

6,5

40

10,5

45 1/3

15

51 1/3

2,5

35

7

40 2/3

11

46
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015259

015254

017831

ADISTRIKE JS
Top-level wrestling shoe with John W.
Smith signature.
Lightweight, synthetic leather upper
and perforated insole for improved
breathability
Welded 3-Stripes for additional
midfoot support
Lace cover
‘RadialCurve‘ contour for consistent
medial contact
‘VentFlow‘ midfoot vents and forefoot
perforations for comfortable foot
climate

667421

667443

VAPOR SPEED
Two-piece rubber outsole reduces
weight while providing superior grip
adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 3.5–15 UK
015259 met. silver/black/light maroon
015254 black/white/air force blue
017831 white/black/collegiate red

It‘s not always about strength. Most
often, it‘s the wrestler with the best grip
that wins.
Synthetic leather reduces water
absorption, increases durability and
lightness
Airmesh upper for maximum
ventilation
3-Stripes of welded ﬂexible TPU
provides ultimate midfoot support
Non water absorbing lining
Extended rubber heel enhances
stability and grip

‘RadialCurve‘ contour for consistent
medial contact
adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5–13, 14, 15 UK
667421 orange/white/black
667443 collegiate red/running white/
university red
667453 collegiate royal/running white/
metallic silver

667453
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661443

661417

661451

666922

014142

RESPONSE WRESTLING
Excellent balance of security, support
and traction for any level of wrestler
from rookie to Olympian.
Engineered, asymmetrical mesh
upper design
Welded 3-Stripes for additional
midfoot support
Integrated, asymmetrical lacing
system with zipper construction to
cover laces
‘Over-Wrap‘ heel construction and
tongue lining for optimum Achilles
heel and instep comfort

quickstrikeTM ﬂow-molded CPU
outsole with hexagon lug proﬁle
provides great lightweight and
multi-directional grip
adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5-15 UK
661451 dark green/black/white
661443 new navy/white/silver
661417 black/white/collegiate gold

SUPER RESPONSE
Excellent balance of security, support
and traction for any level of wrestler.
Synthetic leather reduces water
absorption, increases durability and
lightness
Zip closure for speed and convenience
Welded 3-Stripes for additional
midfoot support
‘NoFeelSeam‘ construction for
ultimate comfort
Encapsulated midsole construction
for enhanced ﬁt & support

666924

666919

TYRINT 08
‘RadialCurve‘ contour for consistent
medial contact
quickstrikeTM for best lightweight
durability and ﬂexibility
adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5–13, 14, 15 UK
014142 white/black/metallic gold

Built low to the ground for speed and
stability, this durable shoe is a winning
choice for wrestlers of all skill levels.
Open mesh nylon for best
breathability and quick drying
Internal EVA midsole for cushion,
ﬁt and comfort
’RadialCurve’ contour for consistent
medial contact

adiWEAR® outsole for best durability
in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5–13, 14, 15 UK
666922 met. silver/met. gold/new navy
666919 iron metallic/black/sun
666924 black/met. silver/university red
931707 black/metallic gold/
university red

931707
7

EXTERO | EXTERO JUNIOR

YOUTH

017085 017086 [Y]

Laceless training shoe focused on
essentials providing lightweight
breathability and dependability.
PU coated leather for durability
and easy care
Hook and loop closures for variable
adjustment and support

adiWEAR® outsole in high wear areas
non-marking rubber outsole
Also available in junior version
Size run: 4.5–15 UK (Junior: 9.5K-5.5 UK)
017085 017086 [Y] black/white/electricity
016911 016915 [Y] black/white/met. silver

016911 016915 [Y]

034066

ADISTAR FIGHT
Highly breathable, super lightweight
wrestling training shoe.
ClimaCool® provides 360 degree
cooling for the entire foot
Zippered, padded elastic lace cover
provides additional instep support and
protection
‘Speed Heel‘ featuring ‘RadialCurve‘
contour for consistent medial contact

non-marking rubber outsole
Size run: 2.5–13, 14, 15 UK
034066 black/metallic silver
099421 white/black

099421
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APPAREL
WOMEN
W8

293250

W8 WRESTLER SUIT WOMEN

SIZE CHART APPAREL
ClimaLite® is a light and breathable
fabric that pulls sweat away from the
skin to the outer fabric face for quick
evaporation, thus enhancing the body’s
natural temperature regulation.

KIDS I FEMALE
EU

US

EU

MALE
US

EU

US

EU

US

116

XXXS

38

-

42

XS

56

-

128

-

40

M

44

-

58

XL

140

XXS

42

-

46

S

60

-

152

-

44

L

48

-

62

XXL

164 I 32

XS

46

-

50

M

64

XXXL

176 I 34

-

48

XL

52

-

36

S

52

XXL

54

L

ForMotionTM apparel is three-dimensionally engineered to move naturally
with the athlete’s body during sport.
Realizing the shortcomings of traditional two-dimensional apparel, adidas
created ForMotionTM to follow every
curve of the athlete’s body and mimic
the natural movement of sport for a
better ﬁt and greater comfort while in
motion. Its sport-speciﬁc fabrics also
feature extreme stretch zones that
allow the pre-shaped garment to move
naturally with the body even during the
most strenuous of athletic activities.

Competition cut wrestling suit for
women.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Quick drying materials
Classical 3-Stripes along the sides
According to FILA regulations
Material: 80% polyester/20% elasthane
Size run: 2XS-2XL
293400 cobalt/white
293250 university red/white

293400
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APPAREL
MEN | YOUTH
W8
CLUBLINE
PB WRESTLING PACKS

293507

W8 WRESTLER SUIT MEN
Competition cut wrestling suit for men.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Quick drying materials
Classical 3-Stripes along the sides
According to FILA regulations
Material: 80% polyester/20% elasthane
Size run: XS-3XL
293643 cobalt/white
293507 university red/white

293643
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028825

028825

YOUTH
055395

055396

CLUBLINE WRESTLING

PB WRESTLING PACK MEN

Anatomical cut wrestling suit.
New 3-Stripes design along the sides
Power Lycra (92% polyester/
8% elasthane) for improved muscle
compression at side panels
FILA approved
Material: 91% polyamide/9% elasthane
Size run: XS–2XL
055396 cobalt/white
055395 toro/white

Athletic suit with attractive front print:
our successful starter set.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
Pack encompassing two suits in two
different colorways
Anatomical cut with ﬂatlock seams
Classical 3-Stripes along the sides
Highly resistant material for
increased longevity

KIDS WRESTLING PACK
FILA approved
Material: 80% polyamide/
20% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
028825 new navy, toro

Athletic kids suit with new attractive
front print: our successful kids starter
pack.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
Pack encompassing two suits in two
different colorways
Classical 3-Stripes along the sides

Highly resistant material for
increased longevity
Material: 80% polyester/20% elasthane
Size run: 116-176
168416 new navy, collegiate red
168416

168416
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TEAMWEAR
MEN | YOUTH

YOUTH

049740 [M] 505158 [Y]

049739 [M] 505152 [Y]

E19776 [M] E19743 [Y]

049742 [M] 505188 [Y]

643028

3S RAIN JACKET
Functional rain jacket for women and
men.
Sealed seams
Fully mesh lined
Integrated hood into the collar
Small pouch for easy storage
Adjustable elasticated cuffs
Adjustable ventilation and improved
wind protection

Material: 100% polyamide
Size run: XS-2XL
643028 black/white

049571 [M] 505116 [Y]

049548 [M] 505102 [Y]

T8 TEAM JACKET MEN I YOUTH

This jacket lets you show your support
for the team while keeping warm and
protected.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Full-length zip with storm ﬂap
Adjustable ventilation, wind protection
and improved comfort

E19774 [M] E19742 [Y]

Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
049740 I 505158 [Y] black/white/silver
049739 I 505152 [Y] white/black/silver
E19776 I E19743 [Y] new navy/white/
silver
049742 I 505188 [Y] university red/white/
silver

049573 [M] 505118 [Y]

T8 TEAM PANT MEN I YOUTH

Stay warm and protected while
showing your support for the team
with these easy-on-and-off pants.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Open hem with draw cords
Bottom leg zips
Two side zip pockets

Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
049571 I 505116 [Y] black/silver/white
049548 I 505102 [Y] white/silver/black
E19774 I E19742 [Y] new navy/silver/white
049573 I 505118 [Y] university red/silver/
white
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YOUTH

557695

557497

E19772

557251 [M] 504928 [Y]

557698

557236 [M] 504925 [Y]

E19771 [M] E19740 [Y]

557322 [M] 505020 [Y]

YOUTH

556740 [M] 504726 [Y]

T8 CLIMA POLO MEN
This short sleeve polo keeps you cool,
dry and comfortable no matter how
intense you are training.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Quick dry

Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
557698 university red/silver/white
557695 black/silver/white
557497 white/silver/black
E19772 new navy/silver/white

556731 [M] 504715 [Y]

556689 [M] 504678 [Y]

T8 WOVEN SHORTS MEN I YOUTH

Just what you want in a pair of shorts
– comfort and style with long-lasting
wearability.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Adjustable, elastic waist
Breathable fabric

E19770

E19767 [M] E19738 [Y]

Two side zip pockets
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-3XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
556740 I 504726 [Y] university red/silver/
white
556731 I 504715 [Y] black/silver/white
556689 I 504678 [Y] white/silver/black
E19767 I E19738 [Y] new navy/silver/white

T8 CLIMA TEE MEN I YOUTH

Highly functional short sleeve mens’
training shirt.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Regular ﬁt
Quick dry
Also available in kids and youth sizes

556778

557108

557192

T8 CLIMA TANK MEN
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-3XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
557322 I 505020 [Y] university red/silver/
white
557251 I 504928 [Y] black/silver/white
557236 I 504925 [Y] white/silver/black
E19771 I E19740 [Y] new navy/silver/
white

This sleeveless mens’ tank is a sports
essential no matter how intense you
are training.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Fittet ﬁt
Quick dry

Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-3XL
E19770 new navy/silver/white
556778 white/silver/black
557108 black/silver/white
557192 university red/silver/white
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YOUTH

556564

556557

556596 [M]
504901 [Y]

556628 [M]
504914 [Y]

E19765

E19766 [M]
E19739 [Y]

556570

556631 [M] 504916 [Y]

YOUTH

531792

T8 TRAINING JACKET MEN
This mens’ training jacket is the perfect
thing to wear while warming up or
cooling down.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Zipper garage avoids skin irritation

531790

531778

E19764

T8 TRAINING PANT MEN
Material: 91% polyester/9% elasthane
Size run: XS-3XL
556570 university red
556564 black
556557 white
E19765 new navy

Perfectly matching our mens’
training jacket its comfortable and
casual style will make you want to
ﬁnd lots of other excuses to wear it.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Bottom leg zips
Easy-on-and-off pant for improved
comfort

Two side zip pockets
Material: 91% polyester/9% elasthane
Size run: XS-3XL
531792 university red
531790 black
531778 white
E19764 new navy

604392 [M] 604264 [Y]

T8 TEAM HOODY MEN I YOUTH

Just what you need for your warm-up
phase – a basic sweat hoody which also
looks great if you’re going out.
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Slim ﬁt
Adjustable hood improves freedom of
movement and comfort

604391 [M] 604262 [Y]

Material: 95% cotton/5% elasthane
Size run: XS-3XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
556631 I 504916 [Y] university red/white/
silver
556628 I 504914 [Y] black/white/silver
556596 I 504901 [Y] white/black/silver
E19766 I E19739 [Y] new navy/white/
silver

E19773 [M] E19741 [Y]

T8 TEAM TEE MEN I YOUTH

Your basic tee with a not-so-basic
dash of good looks and athletic style.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Quick dry

604397 [M] 604267 [Y]

Material: 70% cotton/30% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL [M] I 128-176 [Y]
604392 I 604264 [Y] black/white/silver
604391 I 604262 [Y] white/black/silver
E19773 I E19741 [Y] new navy/white/silver
604397 I 604267 [Y] university red/white/
silver
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TEAMWEAR
WOMEN

531760

531707

E19759

531766

531631

531627

531696

E19752

T8 CLIMA POLO WOMEN
This short sleeve womens’ polo keeps
you cool, dry and comfortable no matter
how intense you are training.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Slim ﬁt
Quick dry

531691

E19755

T8 TEAM JACKET WOMEN
This womens’ jacket lets you show your
support for the team while keeping
warm and protected.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Full-length zip with storm ﬂap

Material: 86% polyamide/
14% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
531631 black/silver/white
531627 white/silver/black
E19752 new navy/silver/white
531633 university red/silver/white

531699

T8 TEAM PANT WOMEN
Adjustable ventilation, wind protection
and improved comfort
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
531760 black/white/silver
531707 white/black/silver
E19759 new navy/white/silver
531766 university red/white/silver

Stay warm and protected while showing
your support for the team with these
easy-on-and-off pants.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Open hem with draw cords
Bottom leg zips

Two side zip pockets
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
531696 black/silver/white
531691 white/silver/black
E19755 new navy/silver/white
531699 university red/silver/white

531633
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505625

505612

E19745

531682

531655

E19746

505689

531684

505591

T8 TRAINING JACKET WOMEN
This womens’ training jacket is the
perfect thing to wear while warming up
or cooling down.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Zipper garage avoids skin irritation

505524

505427

E19744

T8 TRAINING PANT WOMEN
Material: 91% polyester/
9% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
505689 university red
505625 black
505612 white
E19745 new navy

Perfectly matching our womens’
training jacket its comfortable and
casual style will make you want to
ﬁnd lots of other excuses to wear it.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Bottom leg zips
Easy-on-and-off pants for improved
comfort
Two side zip pockets

604376

T8 TEAM HOODY WOMEN
Women speciﬁc waistband with
draw cord
Material: 91% polyester/
9% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
505591 university red
505524 black
505427 white
E19744 new navy

Just what you need for your warm-up
phase - a basic sweat hoody which also
looks great if you’re going out.
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
2-entry pockets
Slim ﬁt
Adjustable hood improves freedom of
movement and comfort

604362

E19754

604383

T8 TEAM TEE WOMEN
Material: 95% cotton/5% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
531684 university red/white/silver
531682 black/white/silver
531655 white/black/silver
E19746 new navy/white/silver

Your basic womens’ tee with a not-sobasic dash of good looks and athletic
style.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Quick dry

Material: 70% cotton/30% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
604376 black/white/silver
604362 white/black/silver
E19754 new navy/white/silver
604383 university red/white/silver
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508176

508151

E19751

507989

508179

507985

E19750

508095

YOUTH

507725
604337

T8 CLIMA TEE WOMEN
Highly functional short sleeve womens’
training shirt.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric
for superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Fittet ﬁt
Quick dry

604334

604331

E19748

T8 WOVEN SHORTS WOMEN
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
508179 university red/silver/white
508176 black/silver/white
508151 white/silver/black
E19751 new navy/silver/white

Just what you want in a pair of shorts
– comfort and style with long-lasting
wearability.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Adjustable, elastic waist
Breathable fabric improves
temperature control
Two side zip pockets

E19749

507947

T8 CLIMA TANK WOMEN
Material: 100% polyester
Size run: XS-2XL
604337 university red
604334 black
604331 white
E19748 new navy

507722

This sleeveless womens’ tank is a
sports essential no matter how intense
you are training.
Soft, lightweight ClimaLite® fabric for
superior moisture management
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Breathable fabric
Slim ﬁt
Quick dry

Material: 86% polyamide/
14% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
508095 university red/silver/white
507989 black/silver/white
507985 white/silver/black
E19750 new navy/silver/white

T8 SKORT WOMEN I YOUTH

Highly comfortable part-shorts,
part-skirt.
ClimaCool® provides heat and
moisture management through
ventilation
ForMotionTM - 3D engineered pattern
for enhanced ﬁt and performance
Also available in youth sizes
[3XS = 116, 2XS = 140, XS =164]

Material: 86% polyamide/
14% elasthane
Size run: 3XS-2XL
507947 university red/silver/white
507725 black/silver/white
507722 white/silver/black
E19749 new navy/silver/white
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TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

FOOTWEAR

TECH FITTM POWERWEB
BALANCE: IMPROVED
MUSCLES: STABILIZED
POWER: MAXIMIZED
ENERGY: RETURNED
POSTURE: ENHANCED

013429

HARMONIZE MUSCLES
Powerbands align and assist major
muscle groups – giving you better
posture and greater explositivity.

MAXIMIZE ENERGY
High compression fabrics improve
posture, eliminate muscle wobble
and give back your energy with every
stride.
915036

ADISTAR TEAM
Highly comfortable, breathable multipurpose teamwear shoe.
ClimaCool® provides 360 degree
cooling for the entire foot
adiPRENE®+ insert for forefoot
propulsion and efﬁciency
Innovative welded overlays eliminate
stitching and offer support, stability
and aesthetics
Strategically placed outsole
perforations for moisture transport
and ClimaCool® ventilation

ADISTAR SLIDE
3-Stripes of welded ﬂexible TPU
provide ultimate midfoot support
Size run: 3-12.5, 13.5, 14.5, 15, 16,
17, 18 UK
013429 white/black

The ideal ‘vacation-for-your-feet‘ slide
in the locker room and on the athlete’s
way from or to the event.
Non-absorbent, quick-dry bandage
Adjustable upper
Non water absorbing lining
PU outsole for durability
Size run: 3-18 UK [only full sizes]
915036 white/black/metallic silver

FEEL INVINCIBLE
Powerweb garments ﬁt tight and
smooth – enhancing spatial awareness
and making you feel ﬁt for ﬁght.

SEE RESULTS
Powerweb delivers your best game.
Tests show you can run 1.1% faster,
use 1.3% less oxygen and improve
your energy output by 5.3%.
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042377

042378

042398

TF PW SHORT SLEEVE TEE

042369

Highly functional short sleeve tee made
of high compression fabrics enhancing
posture, strength and endurance.
TechFitTM fabric construction for
optimal muscle support during sport
ClimaCool® mesh for optimal wicking
and comfort
Power bands link key muscle groups,
maximize stability
Generous contour under the arm for
added comfort and breathability
Anatomical fabric cuts follow body’s
natural shape

042236

TF PW SLEEVELESS TEE
Shoulder seam moved forward and
slanted for ease of movement
Material: 75% nylon/25% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
042377 black
042369 white

Super lightweight, tight ﬁtting, and
highly functional sleeveless tee.
TechFitTM fabric construction for
optimal muscle support during sport
ClimaCool® provides heat and
moisture management through
ventilation
TPU power bands for elastic support
and performance enhancement of key
muscle groups
Flatlock seams for improved comfort

TF PW SHORT TIGHT
Material: 75% nylon/25% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
042378 white
042398 black

Highly functional short tight made of
high compression fabrics enhancing
posture, strength and endurance.
TechFitTM fabric construction for
optimal muscle support during sport
ClimaCool® provides heat and
moisture management through
ventilation
Non-slip notches keep shorts
comfortable and anchored at knee

Aerodynamic anatomical cut – lower
in front for additional comfort
Material: 77% nylon/23% elasthane
Size run: XS-2XL
042236 black
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